What about those great moments in your child's life? Record your baby's journey in BABY BIO...

Celebrate, cherish and preserve those fun family moments in a SAFE SECURE place...it's FREE!

Biographies Baby Bio Photos Videos Music Documents

iBiographer

Family Tree Video Presentation Chatterbox

...so when they leave home they will have their childhood to keep and remember!

www.iBiographer.com

Build...Connect...Preserve
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Preserving memories that connect families

Preserve Your Family History with iBiographer
No one wants to lose precious life stories of loved ones. Do you? Over time, the details and special moments of people's lives become lost and forgotten. Preserve your family's history, and heritage in a SAFE, SECURE place. Share it with the whole family and save for future generations! It's all FREE - no subscription or plans, so why wait?

www.iBiographer.com

Why not write your own love story to share with the family and keep forever?

What would you take if you had to leave your home suddenly? What precious memories would you try to save? With iBiographer you don't have to be afraid of losing some of life's precious moments...

AND IT'S FREE!!

Are some memorable moments hiding away in a box in the attic? Let the whole family see them!

Do you have a place to create a FAMILY TREE, full of memories, connect with family, and preserve for generations to see and learn about?

Write your own history ... your travels, special moments to treasure. Add photos, documents, videos and music to make your life come alive!

www.iBiographer.com

Special moments in your life? You can do it when you want, the way you want, make it as long or short as you want. Just keep on adding as you discover new memories. Your story will just keep on growing.....

Preserve your heritage and share up to the minute updates with family all over the world.

Collaborate and get help from others. INVITE and SHARE with family and friends so they can add their memories too!